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a scientist needs to be a skeptic, if you ask me. i was amazed by what i learned, even though i am a comic
book guy. mccloud is not only an insightful and creative thinker, but he is a great teacher. i would highly

recommend this book to anyone interested in comics or technology, especially anyone in the sciences. there
are a lot of comics-related books on the market, but this is one of the best books i have read. really, really
smart. if you're a comics fan, you must read this book. you will learn more than you expected and, i hope,
you will laugh a bit. it's a great book for anyone interested in comics or technology. and, for those who are,
it's a great read. -- eugene hernandez creator, the blizzard this is the book that comics needed. this is the
book that the comics industry needed. this is the book that i needed. mccloud is a very smart guy who is

funny and articulate. he has a good sense of humor, but also is dead serious about what he is talking about.
he is extremely self-deprecating (as are all comics artists) and is funny about it. he is also very good at

pointing out the unique qualities of comics which make them very different from other media. he also has a
good knack for presenting historical comparisons and applying them to comics. for anyone interested in the
history of comics or the future of comics, this is a book you need to read. it will change the way you think

about comics forever. keep your eye on scott mccloud! he's going to change the way you read comics. this is
what comics needed: a readable, clear, thoroughly researched book that explains the technology of comics in

terms that even the lay person can understand. mccloud explains the technology of comics, the history of
comics, and the future of comics in a way that is both fascinating and accessible. he is funny and witty, and
he is extremely knowledgeable about the subject. he is also extremely humble about his abilities and the

medium, and he recognizes its limitations. this book is a must for anyone interested in comics, and i highly
recommend it.
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mccloud sees this in comics as a big revolution, a shift away from monolithic storytelling and toward craft. for
instance, the japanese artist and comics artist takeshi hirose, mccloud said, has an enormous body of work

that is completely different from anything we've seen in the west before. understanding comics examines the
evolution of the medium and how it works. to achieve this, mccloud relies heavily on his own experience as a
practitioner. for mccloud, it's not about the artist, it's about how he or she uses the medium to communicate
ideas. comics are one of the most flexible forms of storytelling and art available, he said. mccloud's comics

often contain a thought-provoking story, but they also have to be fun to read and easy to comprehend. some
of the most successful comics, mccloud said, are ones that follow the rules of page-turning narrative, but at
the same time, they're funny. mccloud calls his style in comics "hyper-disciplined," which means he makes

every frame count. he'll create a "map" that has a running narrative to it and then break the narrative up by
placing it in a series of frames. but he's also smart about how he tells a story, mccloud said. he's interested in
how to combine a narrative with a device that might be familiar to a reader. he'll use familiar characters from

the reader's world and place them into the comic story, which is a great way to make the comic an easy
read. the characters have a specific purpose for being there. they're not there to distract you from the story.

they're there to help you understand what's going on. 5ec8ef588b
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